
5th Grade LA – Apr. 8
Good morning!

Review: Persuasive Techniques

Practice: Please finish your one-page advertisement today. Tape it to the
board, with a notecard taped below it.  Circulate and review each ad.  Write 
on the notecard what specific advertising technique you think the author 
used, as well as some constructive feedback about their work.

When Done:  If you’ve reviewed all available ads, head to my blog and click 
on the link entitled, “Sample Debate (TV is a Bad Influence).  You’ll need 
headphones.  Watch the debate and take note of the rules and gestures they 
use.  In your notebook, make a T-chart and make tally marks for each valid 
point you think each team makes.

Homework:  Finish your advertisement by next Monday, Apr. 15.



5th Grade Math – Apr. 8

Good morning!

Review: Measures of Deviation

Practice:  Survey the members of our class using your assigned 
statistical question. Use the roster to keep accurate records.
Complete the statistics sheet when you’re finished.

When Done: Check and fix. Then finish your final Landmark 
Shark game.

Homework: None



3rd Grade LA – Apr. 8
Good afternoon!

Review: Sequence

Practice:  Finish up your sequencing activity.  In order for the last story to
make sense, let’s talk about the vocabulary.

When Done: When you’ve got the last of the stories in place, instead of 
checking with me, split your group up.  Each of you should find another 
individual to compare answers with.  Discuss, don’t argue, and return 
back to your original partner.  Share the new perspectives you received 
and revise your order until your story makes sense.  Then enjoy FreeRice
until time is called.

Homework:  Have a great week!



4th Grade LA – Apr. 8

Good afternoon!

Review: Code Decyphering

Practice: Your codes should be done by now.  Please take some 
time to circulate and trade your code with others.  Place a tally 
mark in your notebook (by your answer keys) for each person who 
successfully decoded your message without assistance.

When Done: Show me your results only after you’ve met with all
available students. Then FreeRice!

Homework:  Have a great week!


